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l;~~Changes Ahead for Hodgin Hall
By Gail Minturn
Hodgin Hall, UNM's oldest building, may be made a greeting and information center for the entire University by the Alumni Office.
"UNM is so big ne~ .. th·at· visitof!t'liave"'trouble ·finding their way
around," Al~mn~ Dirqctor Gwinn Henry said. "This building, on the
corner of. Umvers1t~ an~ Centra1 •.1~!'~~~~~1' lfl~ndJA,ark for years. It would
make an Ideal meetmg glace and mformatJon centet.'We could have a hall
of fame for past UNM presidents, and a place to store UNM memorabilia.
_We don't want to calli~ a museuiDc.b.ecaus.e we a~ want people to think·
of it as a museum."
·
0 L. t '- .;
! "'
· University Architect ;van Dorn Hooker said it would probably cost
?etween $350,~ and ~~OOM~O.)l;e~~yare )~~~~in Hall. This would
mclude new heatmg and,air-cbfidltlottmg, mstalhrig a sprinkler system and· ·
putEing in ~re doors to make the building meet fire code regulations. It
wo~ld not mclude all of ,!he changes needed to· make Hodgin Hall an information and greeting center as planned by the Alumni Office.
Joseph Burwinkle Jr., a private architect engaged by the Alumni Office
estimated $400:000 to $500,000 to restore the building and make it usabl;·
as a visitor's center and as offices for the Alumni Office. Burwinkle said
the interior of the building would be restored to appear as it was in the late
1890s. "We'll sand the doors down and revarnish them where we can," he
said, "but some of those doors have had their locks changed several times
with wooden plugs put in the old holes. We might have to replace them." '
No money has been appropriated for the restoration of flodgin Hall.
Henry said he thought the Alumni Office could raise some of the money by
soliciting donations from alumni. "The alumni made their feelings about
the building known to the regents, and kept the building from being torn
down. I think .they would be willing to help make it usable,'' Henry said.
If Hodgir. Hall became a visitor's center, Hooker said he thought
parking would presl!nt a problem. "We already have very limited parking
at tha.t end of the University."
·
However, Burwinkle said a limited number of spaces could be made
available immediately in front of 'and behind the building without
damaging the grove of pine trees behind the building. "Six spaces ought to
ta!<e care of ordinary needs, except during Homecoming," he said.
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Entra11ce hall on the second floor of Hodgin Hall

Ne\N Mexico

This is the last week to
pick up PIRG refunds. The $2
refunds are available at the
SUB ticket office.
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Dean Says of High Schools

Acadef11_ics a Necessity
By Linda Gleason
"The high schools need to return
to the traditional academic
courses," said Dean Nathaniel
Wollman of the College of Arts and
Sciences in an interview.
Wollman expressed concern that
the high schools might "water
down"' courses in order to meet
UNM's new -freshman entrance

Nathaniel Wollman
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theFBI.
.
An SWP suit to have the required. number of signatures decreased in
California is still going on.
·
'
The party is suing the FBI for damages over that bureau's 40-year-old
investigation of the party. The SWP filed the suit in July 1973 contending
that the FBI's investigation is a cover for harrassment of the party. The
stiit asks $,40 million in dam~;tges.
'.
Party attorneys have also filed suit seeking equal time in the Ford-Carter
debates for their presidential candidate. Earlier this month, party requests
of the major networks and the Federal Communications Commission for
·
·
·
equal time were denied.
'd · · · · fi
th u s Att
About the FBI suit, Zarate sal Jt IS sJgfll Jcant at . : .
.~r~ey
General Edward Levi . recently ordered the FBI to termmate t s mvestigationoftheSWP.
· · · .•
· ·
f h
Zarate said further that the FBI
had
justified
Jts
mvesugatJon
t e
·
··
FBI)
h
party
by
classifying
the
party
as
illegal.
"They
(the
ave
not
come
· '
·
· · " z up
with one spec of evidence to prove we're an illegal orgamzatJOn, · arate
said. "The FBI is the real criminal." ·
"This is the first time the g·overnment has been sued by· a · radical
"
organization. The suit speaks on behalf of everyone, not just soc1ahsts.
Zarate said the FBI has also investigated the National Organization for
Wumen, the NAACP, the Urban League "am:tai\)lbody who is for social

social studies-2 units, (including
one unit in U.S. history); natural
sciences-2 units, (one of which
The new requirements, approved
must be in biology, chemistry or
by the UNM faculty in September
physics); and mathematics-2
of 1975, stipulate that freshmen- units,
(algebra,
geometry,
entering UNM in the fall semester
trigonometry,
or
higher
of 1977 must have a 2.0 average
mathematics).
(on a 4.0 scale) in at least 13 units
, "The high schools need to cut
within 15 minimum required units
out a lot of the fancy-sounding
in the following specified subjectclasses beca~;~se they don'.t help a
matter areas: English-3 units;
student when he gets to the
University. A student needs a
traditional academic background

srud,

~~~~Is)~~;.~:~Io~~~ir ~t~~d~~~~

for the University. We need to

national debates are a big fraud."·
to fall, that they don't fulfill the
"The Democrats and Republicans refuse to discuss the basic ideas that formal requirements with watered
are important to people. All candidates should be able to get their ideas out down courses." (For example,
before the people."
.
_
stretching out a one-year algebra
Zarate also said the «minor party" label attached to parties other than course into two years without
the Democrats and Republicans is inaccurate. Zarate pointed out that, in increasing the content of the
the primaries, the major parties together received about eight per cent of course.). "The courses should
the national vote. In New Mexico, Zarate said, the figure never reached conform to the needs of the student
three per cent.
,
when he reacpes the university
"They( the major parties) are the minority," Zarate said.
level," said Wollman.
·
·

Nat·lo· n·a· I· c0 m m •lttee st ud•19S
can cer center at un•IVerslty
•

A committee from the National Cancer Advisory
Board visited the UNM Cancer Research and Treatment Center (CRTC) yesterday to determine whether
the University center qualihe·s as a National ComprehensiveCancer Center.
Recommendations h.y the 18-man committee will
then be made during the January meeting of the advisory board, said Dr. Lar-ry Kallan, associate d'uector
.for cancer control at UNM and professor of community medicine at the medical school.
· 1971 spect'fi1ed
The National Cancer Act passed m
·
h
d
that such centers be estabhs e thmughout t he u . s.
·
E' h.
·
•
to insure qua 11ty
care f or patients.
tg teen sue h sites
have been chosen so far. c~.TC is one of four more
being considered this year by the board.
· · set up b y
"The center must pass a I'1st ~f
u 10 cntena
.
.
tht! National Institute of Cancer'" he said. This
cri.teria must.reflect balance and quality of a center's
'clt'n•'cal and basic research, p· atient-care services and
the latest knowledge about the prevention, diagnosis,
"T h e

°

change.!'
Concerning the suit over the Ford·Carter debates, Zarate

requirements to become effective in
the fall of 1977.
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By Robert R. Lee
The Socialist Workers Party's presidential candidate, Peter Camejo, will
be speaking in the south ballroom of the SUB at 8 p.m. today.
Mike Zarate, national committee member of the Young Socialist
Alliance (SWP), said the party hopes to have its national candidates on the
ballot in 30 states by election time.
Zarate also said the Democratic and Republican parties have tried to
prevent other parties and independents from getting on the ballot and from
expressing their ideas.
Zarate said in California a major-party candidate needs only 6S petition
signatures to get on the ballot, while minor-partyclJndidates need 100,000.
Zarate said that up until recently, minor-party candidates in California
needed 300,000 signatures to get on the ballot. Zarate speculated that the
figure was lowered in the'face of the SWP's much-publicized suit against

•'i

treatment and rehabilitation of patients.
Specific examples of the criteria include "autonomy
in the administrative operation. We h"ave this
autonomy in that the director of the center consults
with the president of the University along with
working with the medical school," he said. "Another
point the committee looks for is an-active outreach
p· rogram, .We have several of· these. One example 1's
the tumor conferences we hold with physicians in
communities throughout the state about once every
twoweek·s."
·
There are several.advant·ages to secur1'ng the t1'tle for
the cent·er, K.allan s·aJ'd. "B"s'tdes
enhan·ci'ng people's
"
confidence in the center, it attracts and retains higher
quality scientists and physicians who prefer to
"'.ssoc1'ate
w•'th a center of ex·cellence."
"
Chairman of the committee is Dr, Lowell Orbison,
dean of the School of Medicine and Dentistry at
Rochester.
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"lnnxpnnslve Libations And
Effaclous Enttfrtalnment"

GENERAL

I

PARTS

SPECIALIZING IN -REPLACEMENT
PARTS FOR 1

·Toyota - Datsun
Porsche- VW
Complete Volkswagen Machine Shop

Sport Segregati~n Ends
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (UP!)- South A,fric~ ended
decades of segregation in sports
with an official announcement that
the government will sanction
multiracial games at all levels and
mixed racial teams in international
competition.
The announcement by Sports
Minister Piet Koornhof was seen as
an effort to re-open the door to
South African sportsmen in international contests such as the
Olympics.
Koornhof said the decision was
approved by the Federal Council of
, the ruling Na'tional Party, the
highest party policy-making
authority in the country.
It came amid the worst racial
unrest in South African history. At
least 376 persons have been killed in
14 weeks of nationwide rioting
against the governments racial
apartheid policies.
The Ko'ornhof statement said:
"When invited or agreed, teams
comprising players from all racial
groups can represent South Africa
irrespective of whether the type of
sport is an Olympic sport or not
and that such participants can be
awarded badges or colors which, if
§ so desired, can incorporate the
. § national flag or the colors of the
~ national flag."
~
The statement said racial groups
~ should belong to their own clubs,
~ but added that "intergroup
~ (meaning multiracial) competitions
~ in respect of individual types of
§ sport should be allowed at all levels,
~ should the controlling bodies so
::: decide."
~ It also said where "mutually

=

with the sports minister, sports
organizers may arrange contests
among teams of all racial groups.
Cricket and soccer controlling
bodies already have said that once
the government empowers them,
they will recruit sportsmen of all
races into their clubs and begin
multiracial league contests within
weeks.
The government also handed
sports organizations the authority
to arrange their own seating at

events,
meaning
segregated
audiences of the past could be
allowed to become multiracial.
For some years, international
tournaments in South Africa have
been open to foreigners of any race.
U.S. tennis star Arthur Ashe
regularly enters the South African
Open tournament and Black boxers
from abroad have been given
permission to fight White So11th
Africans.

By United Pmss International

Arabs Deny Embargo Charge
WASHINGTON-Saudi Arabia Monday flatly denied it is considering a new oil embargo against the United States, .but not before
the administration intervened to stop Congress from killing a
proposed $30 million missile deal with that nation.
The development took place as Congress neared final action on
legislation designed to weaken the Arab boycott of Israel by forbidding U.S. firms from participating in that or any other international boycott.

Home of Albuquerque's first and finest submarine sandwiches. (GRINDERS)

Pound Hits All-Time Low
LONDON-The battered pound plummeted below $1.70 to its
lowest level in history Monday, undermined by new worries about the
British economy and fears that nothing could stem its slide.
"It's not a question of a crash," said one foreign exchange dealer,
"just a steady downhill descent to hell."
When markets opened, the pound plunged at once through the socalled "psychological barrier" of $1. 70, lost almost 2 !h cents in a few
minutes and closed at an all-time low of $1.6810.

Snipers Delay Peace Talk
First meeting of Ihe Pre--Med Organization Thurs.,
Sept. 30, Rm. B-15 in the basement of the Nursing

Bldg. All members and Interested persons 5hould at·
tend.

2935 Monte
-
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•sta NE 265 _3681

10% Discount With This Ad

7:JOp.m.inthothi•d flomofthmadingroominOr-

-

tcga Hall, All are inviled to attend this important

5

meeting.

-

Tuesdays and Thursdays from noon to 2 p.m. at

!
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The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM

Popejoy Hall
Presents

UNM Mountain Club will meet Wed., Sept. 29 at

li:l

ASUNM Sen. Dave Garcia holds office hour< on

Schol" Hall, Rm. 160. Phone 277-2626.
A film titled "The Relation of Mathematics to
Physics" wilt be held Wed.; Sept. 29 at 7:30p.m. in
Rm. 103, Physics Lab and Lecture Bldg. The film is
open to the public.
Come see Taking our Bodies Back: The Women S
Healih Mowmenl, first film in the. Women and Law
Film and Tape Festival. Monday, Sept. 27, at 2:30
p.m. in Rm. 119, Ortega. Tues., Sept. 28, 10:30a.m.,
Rm. 119, Ortega. Wed., Sept. 29, 6:30p.m. Wood·
ward, 149. Donations requested.
Kappa Omicron Phi will meet Wed., Sept. 29 at
6:30p.m. in the Simpson Rm. of the Home Ec Bldg.

Having trouble selecting a career? Did you ever
consider a Health Career? There's much to be orrered. For more information, attend the National
Chicano Health Organization meeting Thurs., Sept.
28, at 6 p.m. a1 1815 Roma NE, This week's topic is
how to be a better student
Anyone who participated in this past surrimer 1s
Ethnology Field School and who would Ukc tO share
their c:.:pcricnccs With the Antltropology Club should
contact Vance Pomcrening at 256-9449.

A thrilling
psychological detective
story of electrifying
power. Winner of 7
awards on Broadway.

Ammtion student_s! There will be a Presidential Ap·
poitttment Committee meeting Wed., Sept. 29 in Rm.
231 A, SUD. For more information call Rick Lopez-at
277·5528.

BEIRUT, Lebanoh-Christian rightists peppered Beirut's "green
•line" buffer zone with sniper fire Monday, forcing President Elias
Sarkis to postpone peace talks with Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
for the second day.
Palestinian spokesmen, meanwhile, charged two Israeli gunboats
and a helicopter attacked a yacht carrying Lebanese leftist leader
Kamal Jumblatt to Cyprus. Jumblatt, who was on his way to Cairo
for talks with Egyptian President Anwar Sad at, was unhurt.

Strikes Halt Spanish Industry
MADRID, Spain-A general strike by more than 250,000 workers
who walked off their jobs to mark the anniversary of the Franco
regime's execution of five revolutionaries paralyzed industry in
Spain's Basque region Monday.
Steel mills, shipyards, docks, mines, appliance factories, paper
mills and other plants in the four Basque provinces fell silent. Many
businesses, especially in Guipuzcoa Province and its capital San
Sebastian, also closed.

FREE SOFT DRINK
AND CAKE

Dam Warnings Ignored
WASHINGTON-The collapse of the Teton Dam in Idaho was a
"man-made disaster" which took place despite warnings that should
have halted construction, the House Government Operations Committee said today.
The June 5 collapse, which killed II and caused $1 billion in
property damage, said the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation ignored
several warning signs, including the discovery of much larger cracks
than expected in the rocks at the site.

_
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ASUNM Speakers Committee

This play by Peter Shaffer is appropriate for mature
audiences only. We recommend parental guidance.
"One of the most powerful theatrical_ experiences of
our time." Wall Street Journal
An Experience You Will Never Forget!

presents

The former Israeli Minister of Defense

Moshe Dayan

..

Speaking on "Middle East Perspective"
He is"currently an active member
of parliament and is writing his autobiography.

•

·'

Moshe Dayan

Tickets at SUB Box Office, Albuquerque Ticket Agency
in Coronado Center, and the Generai Store· Admission
$3.50 General Public, UNM Students $1.50

GRINDER POCKETS ARB CDMIND!
111 C or n e II S. E.

September 30, 1976 Johnson Gym 8 pm
monday, October 11- 8:15Pm
tickets $8.00, ~7.00, $6.00, $5.00, $4.00
UNm Students - Price

\)

266-3232

In the Quivira Bookshop Building
Open 7 Days a Week
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Daily LOBO

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective
Opinion

Ij
I.

Explore UNM's Look to Outside

}

By Ken Walston
President Davis certainly
seems worried about the way
our campus looks to the rest of
the world. He sounds positively
embarrassed to admit the
existence of weeds and sand,
right here where weeds and
sand would be the only physical
features, if they weren't
covered by concrete and
asphalt.
The preoccupation the Administration shows with cqn-

verting UNM into a facsimile of
some college campus in Ohio,
replete with lake and rolling
hills, defies understanding. It
becomes especially difficult to
grasp this continued pressure
for landscaping with the evidence of the lack of care existing
landscaped areas, such as the
northwest corner of Yale and
Central, receive.
With
"severe
budget
limitations" dictating priorities,
as implied in the Sept. 22 story

Humorated Opinion

Audience Takes Debate

uurnlnmunlmlumlmmuununu nmn

Lett e r s !uunnmmu11unnunnnmmm 'un1mu

U. Registrar' Reviews
New Sign-Up System
Editor:
As the Fall semester is now in full swing, we are making plans for
Spring, 1977. In this light, the Registrar's Office has conducted
review sessions on the new registration process in an effort to be
more responsive to our students. We originally were apprehensive
about the success of our new system, particularly since it involved
significant changes in registration.
We are pleased with the students' acceptance, and glad it
represents fewer hassles for the majority. Registration is like income tax collection, but we also want to provide as painless a
process as possible. Our service to you, the student, is important.
Thank you for your coverage of the new system, and thanks to
all the students who personally expressed their satisfaction with
our progress. Credit for our success should go to associate registrar
Rick Legoza, his fine staff at the Registration Center and
Scheduling Office, and Sanders' personnel and staff of Data
Processing.
Fred M. Ch reist, Jr.
Registrar

By Orlando Medina
I must admit that while most of
the population of the United States
of America frowned upon the
debate between Jimmy Carter and
Jerry Ford, I rather enjoyed it.
Both of these candidates came
well-prepared as Carter placed the
Great Depression around 1940 and
Ford nearly collapsed from
dehydration as he had trained himself not to touch his water glass.
Also, as a result of the debate, a
new rule has been imposed by the
League of Women Voters states
that there will be at least a half hour
of silence before the closing
statements, so that the national
audience will not be affected by
audience reaction.
Originally the audience witnessing the debates were required
to wear gags so that any stray
noises from their mouths might not
be interpreted as support for either
candidate.
But I am not the only one who
found a source for enthusiasm in
the debates because many major
American organizations have
decided to start endorsing a
presidential candidate from the outcome of the first debate.
The following are endorsement
stories from across the nation:
-Leaders of the American Zero
Population group told reporters

they couldn't possibly conceive
who they would endorse for
president.
-A group of organized postal
employees said their endorsement
would be a little slow in being announced this year.
-Today, spokesmen for the Latvian Anti-Defecation League said
they would be stuck for an endorsement decision this election.
-Former Texas governor John
Connally announced today that he
was not left out as a nominee for
the Republican vice-presidential
slot because of his alleged campaign contributions from dairy
producers.
"I could have creamed the
Democrats," Connally said.
-In a similar announcement,
former presidential contender
Hubert Humphrey said he was buttering up his supporters to back
Jimmy Carter.
All in all, I guess everyone is
prepared for the next debate which
will include defense spending. But,
once it comes to financial figures,
why do I keep remembering
something about figures lie and
liars ...

GOOIJ
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Editor:
requesting budget allocations legislation to ensure this won't
I'd like to publicly thank for their patience while we at- happen again.
ASUNM
Vice
President tempt to resolve these financial
Dorothy Davidson for her com- straits. Additionally, the Senate
Dave Garcia
on
pliments about the ASUNM is currently working
ASUNM Senator
Senate in yesterday's LOBO.
I'm a newly elected Senator, U11111111111111111111 IIUIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUJIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUI 111111111111 11111111111111111 Ill
and now we're in a financial
situation that I wouldn't wish on
anyone, but because we're all
Letters to the editor ...
concerned individuals working
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
to help make a better Univertypewritten and double spaced.
sity, this problem will soon be
Sender's ~arne, address and phone number must be included
solved. Compliments for the
with the letter or it will not be considered for publication.
Senate have always been few
Names will be withheld only by agreement with the editor, in
and far between, so for me, a
person.
public commendation such as
If a letter is from a group, please include a name, phone numthat is really a morale booster.
ber and address of a group member.
Last semester Vice President
Davidson waged a very gutsy
Opinions are unsolicited, signed, guest editorials which do
and effective campaign which not necessarily reflect the opinion of the LOBO. Opinions may
ultimately paid off. Since then, be any length but are subject to editing for space limitations.
she has handled the mechanics
Opinions should include address and phone number.
of her job extremely well, and is
Both letters to, the editor and opinions are subject to editing
most definitely an asset to
for
length and for possibly libelous content. Letters may be
ASUNM.
Finally, I would like to thank mailed to the LOBO, P.O. Box 20, UNM, 87131 or delivered to
all those organizations who are the LOBO newsroom, room 138, Marron Hall.

One can stroll through landscaped lanes to Zimmerman
Library, and, provided he can
locate where the entrance is on
that particular day, enter and
not find the thing he is looking
for because it lies collecting
dust in a box somewhere instead of being on a shelf.
A lot of limdscaping can be
done with the "roughly $2
million" Davis hopes to be able
to collect from private sources.
For that amount of money, a
large parking structure capable
of filling the needs of student
and staff alike could probably
be built, but don't hold your
breath. After all, the p,eople
making these decisions don't
have to hustle for parking-they
have thei( own little private slots
with their names on them.
If those in power had "C"
permits, I wouldn't be surprised
to see a parking structure suddenly appear on the list of
priorities.
Anyway, it wouldn't do much
good to have the most beautiful
campus in the world if all those
folks the administration is trying
to impress can't find a place to
park their cars so they can stroll
around and look, would it?
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tapes and gabbing into the
microphone. From the board on
the control room the signal goes to
the volumemax signal processor, a
peak limiter which prevents the
station from over-modulating. In
layman's terms this means that the
signal is cleaned up so that it
doesn't impose on any other radio
station. Ttien it goes to a stereo
generator which breaks it into two
separate channel signals, one 'Of
which comes out the. right channel
of your home stereo, the other the
left.

studio to a similar apparatus at the
transmitter on the Crest. This is
done in a special frequency band
which is used only for broadcasts
like this and cannot be picked up on
ordinary radio receivers. For example, KUNM sends their signal to the
Crest at a frequency of 948Mhz.
(There is nothing to prevent the ordinary listener from tuning in except the fact that radios are
designed to pick up FM signals in
the range from 88-108 Mhz and
AM signals between 54 and 160
Khz.)

::.
()

At this point everything mentioned goes on for any FM stereo
station, regardless where their transmitter is located. Now, however,
stations like KUNM are faced with
the problem of how to get their
signal from their studios in town to
their mountaintop transmitters.
There are basically two alternatives. First, a station could have
Bell Telephone install special lines
to the Crest. This has the disadvantage that there is a tremendous
initial expense as well as a regular
monthly fee,
The second alternative, and by
far the most popular route, is to use
an STL, a Studio Transmitter Link.
This does exactly what its name
suggests. A small microwave transmitter with a paraflector links the

Once it is picked up on the Crest,
the signal is fed into the transmitter
and sent out throughout the state.
Why do radio stations want transmitters on the Crest? FM is like
television in that the transmission is
somewhat a line of sight operation.
A transmitter on the Crest is like
having an antenna 5000 feet high
here in town. In simple terms, what
you see from the transmitter is
what you get.
Another question which arises is
how stations with their studios in
town monitor what their mountaintop equipment is doing.
Television stations are required to
keep a man on the Crest, but the
FCC doesn't consider radio communication quite so important. So

-..,

radio stations like KUNM use an
SCA monitor to keep tra~k of
what's happening.
An SCA (subcarrier) monitor
uses the space in between fl1e two
channels (Remember that an FM
stereo· broadcast uses separate
signals for each of the two stereo

I
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GUITARS
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By Bill Barrett
.One item of interest to radio fans
around town is how does a station
with studios in Albuquerque send
its signal from the Crest. Although
this story is specifically about how
KUNM sends its signal out, it is
really about all the other stations
who broadcast from the Crest (or
any mountain, for that matter)
because the process is essentially
the same.
The signal originates in the control room where the disc jockey sits
fooling around with knobs and
dials,_spinning records, playing

New Mexico

SIIMM)j WHATAR/3

ABOUT/ON?

Sending a Signal
From the mountain

Ii

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

A Public Thanks to ASUNM/s V.P.

in the LOBO on President Davis'
"State of the University"
speech, it seems odd that
beauty should come before insuring a quality education.
What good does it do anyone to
attend "one of the most
beautiful campuses in the
world" if the. quality of
education offered doesn't
measure up to the same grandiose standards?

Dnthe Air

channels). Since this airspace isn't
being used for broadcast purposes,
radio station~ usc it to relay information from their transmitter
back to the station. These signals
are picked up in the studio and sent
to the meters in the control room,
to let the radio station people know
what their equipment is doing.

------
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RQdio
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Women's RQdio
Collective
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If you think that this looks like

basically the •ame radio station
guide that you saw in last month's
edition of On the Air, you're right.
"'Q) But if you think that there's
~ nothing new in it, you're absolutely
P.. wrong. None of the radio stations
in town have changed that
drastically, so we've left the basic
descriptions the same. But as
everyone pointed out, there was a
lot more we could say about all of
them. So if you want to know who
broadcasts Lobo basketball or
where you can catch CBS Mystery
Theatre, take a look below.

Qg
ODO

bopperish excesses ... They've been
providing sweet, young-feeling
music to our friends as far north as
Taos and beyond for years now ...
FM Stat ions
KRST has suggested boundaries
KUNM-90.1-phone
277- for what its DJ's play, but basically
4807-KUNM is basically free they are given their choice from a
form radio, which means that the · wide range of albums, allowing
disc jockeys can play whatever they about 2000 old favorites and 300
want to from the 2000 odd albums newies. Special features include
in the control room. A typical show Sunday Driver (Sun. 10-12) which
goes anywhere from jazz to is two hours of music by one artist
bluegrass with all sorts of odds and or group; Flashbacks, an oldies
ends thrown in. KUNM also has a show from 6-8 Sun. evenings; the
series of specialty shows dedicated Sampler, which features the best
to specific types of music, such as from the new releases, Mon. 8-9 at
jazz, blues, oldies, native american night; and CBS Mystery Theatre.
music, etc. Check their program KRST is currently working on a live
guide, Zounds, for more in- studio show which will feature the
formation.
best of the local bands. Perhaps
their most important news is that
•
KRST-92.3-phone
266- their power is being increased from
7946-The city's original 5000 to 22000 watts. This means
progressive
commercial that listeners will be able to hear
station ... noted for their special them clearly in places like Grants
events such as the "New Mexican and Gallup and that their signal
Song'' contest and record will come in stronger and clearer in
album ... rarely tending to teeny- areas like Taos.

• •
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By Sharon Irish
The electronic media have never been overwhelmingly friendly to women.
Besides effectively reinforcing stereotypes and patterning people into roles
not necessarily appropriate to them, the media have quite consistently shut
out women from jobs which might challenge these co~ditioning factors. I
remember an Albuquerque broadcaster te!ling me that women would never
be hired as AM disc jockeys because other women liked to hear the
authoritative male voice wafting (or blaring) out of the ether. I argued at
the time that if that audience survey of women's preferences wer_e true, it
might well be because female voices were never heard and people were
unaccustomed to them. Well, Catch 22 it is, for women's voices are rarities
on the AM band and thus it is difficult to counter the management contention that women's voices don't captivate that mass, money-making
audience.

The FM band has been improving in the frequency of women d.j. 's,
program directors, salespersons and managers (personagers?). However,
the improvement has been slow, sluggish and sporadic ... for example from
zero women to two. The change, though, in who you hear telling you to
buy what; who picks the music that you drive to work to; do dishes ·by; lie
in the sun with and scream at your kids over; and who delivers that news,
edits it, rewrites it, and digs it out, can mean a phenomenal difference in
KMYR-98.6-265-7661-The ne- how those radio waves affect our lives. Of course, the impact is up to us,
west ''progressive'' music station in the women behind the scenes and the women on the screens (TV, that is)
town ... sometimes tends excessively and part of our job must be gathering the knowledge and skills to do the
towards the teeny-bopperish but jobs that reach those Americans that turn the knobs that touch their lives.
usually maintains a satisfactorily
high standard of programming for
This brings us to the Women's Radio Collective, an organization for.: .•
any hippy, old or new ...
women interested in the broadcast field. Although it does aid in the
Like the other progressive production of Herdles on KUNM, the Collective is-not affiliated with any
stations in town, KMYR allows its particular radio station allowing it more flexibility. The Collective is inDJ's to pick the music they play on tended to aim toward several goals:
their own shows. To determine
what goes in the control room, the
I) To form a group of women to teach each other the technical and
DJ's meet with the music and
·
communicative
aspects of. radio
program directors where they
2) To provide a group setting to encourage further involvement with the
discuss what music is will appeal to
media-a support group for job-finding and job-getting
their listening audience.
3) To allow the group to criticize and brainstorm about Herdles
• • *
4) To spread the jobs of production, research, on-air work, and
KIPC-91.5-247-0514-Albuquepromotion among women in the Collective, rather than one person runrque's contribution to "thirdning desperately between production and control room five hours before
world" culture ... lots of _publicair-time
affairs type stuff.. .lots of Spanish
5) To affiliate the Women's Radio Collective with other organizations in
and Native American music ... In
All;Juquerque and New Mexico to provide contacts, recruits, and program
many ways this is the most inideas.
teresting (in the sense of surprising
The Women's Radio Collective meets the last Saturday of each month at
and non-boring) FM station in
2 p.m. at the KUNM studios. Child care is available. Call 277-4807 for
town ...
more information.
(Continued on page 7)

• • •
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On the Air

Special thanks to George Coston and Oiana for their drawings which
have helped to spice up this month's edition of On the Air, the LOBO
radio guide. (George Coston's appear on pages 7 & 8; Diana's on page 6.)
Nt;xt month .we want to run your drawing. If radio or broadcasting inspires you artistically, whether with pen, camera or whatever, please bring
your artwork by the LOBO offices in Marron Hall. The more good artwork On the Air gets, the more interesting it is for all of us.

••• more RQdio Info
(Continued from page 6)

KOB-93.3-243-4411-The city's
"easy-listening" station ... "adult
entertainment" only, so to
speak ... sometimes they may put
you to sleep but they'll never jangle
your nerves ...
KOB is completely preprogram·
med. Everything you hear has been
taped. I hate to cut down a radio
station, but every now and then you
can set your watch by what song
youhear.KPAR-100.3-243-6000-This
used to be a fine progressive
station ... For a couple of years now
they've been providing the easiest
of easy listening music this side of
the Pecos ... guaranteed to get your
grandmother off...
The programming on KP AR is
prerecorded by FM 100 music ser·
vice from Chicago. KPAR is the official Dallas Cowboys station for
all the football fans around here.
Their special programming also includes the· Albuquerque Black
Coalition, the Chamber of Com·
merce, Better Business Bureau and
Fulton Lewis news.

* * *

nature of the staff... easy listening
for the cultured ear .. .
KHFM is completely
preprogrammed, however, unlike
the other preprogrammed stations
in town, KHFM does something
creative with their airspace. As
their station manager Brian Flora
jokingly said, "We play the top
4000." KHFM's library includes
over 10,000 albums. The programming is imaginatively arranged so
that no piece is heard more often
than once a month. Many are heard
only about once a year. Check their
program guide if you want to know
what will be on the air. In addition
to their 95 "lo classical programming, they also have jazz, rock and
folk shows at special times.
AM Stations
KOB-77-243-4411-KOB's AM
broadcast is completely prerecorded. The tapes are put together by
the station's program director,
Larry Sherman. The playlist may
come up as often as 3 times between 5 and 11 p.m. KOB is the
station to listen to for the NM
Lobos basketball & football and
for the Rose Bowl.
KRKE-61-765-5600-The other
top-forty station ... the broadcasts
originate from "Broadcast Plaza"
near the Albuquerque Zoo ... Call in
sometime and request ''Blue
Velvet" ... a good strong signal to
keep you company on those lonely
trips to Santa Fe or Grants ....

KRKE-94.1-765-5600-l always
associate their type, of music with
AM radio, so check the AM section
of the radio guide Gust a few lines
away) to find out who KRKE is.
KHFM-96.3-256-9001-Classic·
a! music ... well-chosen and wellpresented ... the announcers oc* • •
casionally leave something to be
desired in terms of pronunciation, KQE0-92-243-6791-0ne
of
due to the predominantly volunteer the town's two top-forty

stations ... Sharp and nimbletongued dee-jays ... lots of contests ... lots of eleven-year olds
calling their requests ... Good for
keeping awake when you're out
cruising Central at 2 a.m ....

AM stations in that their DJ's
aren't bound by a play list (a
nefarious piece of paper which tells
DJ's what they are supposed to
play during their shows). So if you
have a gospel favorite, give them a
call and listen in.

* * •

• * •

KKIM-100-898-7777Good
old gospel sounds ... sometimes gets
too talky and self-righteous, but
the music is guaranteed to stir the
soul of any true-born Southerner
(in fact or in spirit) .. .let's all get
together and praise the
Lord ... Halleluiah! ...
!CKIM is different from many

KABQ-135-243-1744-The older Spanish language station in
town ... tends toward traditional
New Mexican music .. .lots of accordions plus local "fave raves"
such as AI Hurricane and Roberto
Griego ... lots of "ranchero" dancing music ...

Speakers

New!

Limited Quantities
Odds & Ends & Demos

Back in Stock

Pioneer, Dual, Garrard, TEAC,
ESS,Sony,Kenwood,Sherwood

Pioneer HPM 40 ................ .
Pioneer HPM 40 . . . . . Sale $110.00
Superscope S26A . . . Sale $29.95
Altec 5 ............ Sale $144.95
ESS lOB . . . . . . . . . . . Sale $226.00
Tempest 2 . . . . . . . . . Sale $124.00
DWD 3 . . . . . . . . . . . Sale $74.95

Yes, we're starting our- 6th year
with the biggest sale of the year.
During this .sale you'll find some
of the lowest prices ever offered
in New Mexico. Just our way of
saying Thank You. Check our
prices during this. sale & save.

Turntables
Duall225 Shure .... : Sale $144.95
Sale $249.95
Dual 601 Type III
Dual 721 Type III Sale $399.95
Sony 5520 . . . . . . . . . Sale $149.95
Garrard 770M . . . . . . Sale $79.95
Garrard 440M . . . . Sale $59.95

Anniversary Special
Systems
1. Compare
2. Compare
3. Compare

Only

$379.95
$449.95
$599.95

$24995

• • •

KAMX-152-247-0101-The progressive Spanish Station in
town ... "Salsa" now and
then ... also music from Spain and
South America ...

* • •

KNWZ-1150-881-5333-All news all the time ... interesting raps
and occasional in-depth coverage
of issues of interest ... guaranteed to
provide interesting entertainment
of a non-musical sort ... also
provides local coverage interspersed among the national news
and talk-show format ...
(('onlinuetl on p.1gc ti)

Anniversary Sale

Anniversary Sale

Compare this
"Best Buy" unit
·with any other
available

··-

A Super Sounding~
Stereo System
Featuring

Jvc

FM/AM Stereo Receiver

Sale

$449 95

Reg. List Price $522.14

Garrard Zero 2000B

OOPIONEER'
PL115D-Auto Ret
Belt Drive·Wi.th Shure

Sale $119.95
OOPIONEER'

TEACOO

List Price

The leader, always has been.

was

$550.00

Was

Sale
$399.95

.A-23005
Save at least 10% on any TEAC

$750;00

On Sale
4} KENWOOO

KR-9400

AM/FM-STEREO RECEIVER

120 Watts per Channel, Minimum RMS into 8 ohms,
20·2Dk Hz, ~ith no more than 0.1% Total Harmonic Distortion

$529.95
Your best chance to
own a high powilr re~eiver.

Project
100A
3Way
Speaker
System

o.DPIONEER

Z208B with Shure

Stereo AM-FM Receiver
SX650
35 Watts/Channel Less than .3 THO

9908 with Shure

Sale $129.95
125 SB with Shure

Sale$69.95

Nat. Adv.
at $120.00

Sale$69 •.9.5

Sale $169.95

.c:t
All of above are belt drive
~d..r ..•. ~...

'
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What's Available in
Broadcast Information
(Editor's note- The following article is taken 'from

Sex and Broadcasting: A Handbook for Starting a
R_adio Station for the Community. This book, compiled and partially written by Lorenzo W, Milan, is a
fascinating collection of information [and misinformation] which might have been titled Everything

You Wanted to Know about Radio, But Were Afraid
to Ask. Fortunately, it isn't copyrighted, so I can use

00

whole passages, like the one below, to turn people on
to the book and, hopefully, the subject. If you want a
copy, you can check your local bookstore, or send $5
to Dildo Press, 131 Wilder Ave., Lo& Gatos, CA
95030.)
The worst and the best of the trade magazines is
Broadcasting. The weekly issue contains at the back
all the small print decisions of the FCC-grants, application, hearings, station sales (along with prices),
and major FCC policy decisions.
However, you have to wade through all manner of
churlish, 19th century Robber Baron editorials,
catatonic attacks on Nicholas Johnson and AI
Kramer, and the most appalling sort of name-calling
on anyone who is working to better American garbage
radio.
If you can handle all that, you should subscribe:
most especially, for your purposes, for the used equipment-for-sale section, and occasional honest and wellwritten 'special reports' (which are slipped past Sol
Taishoff when he's out tO'lunch, which is most of the
time, we suspect).
Subscriptions are $14 a year, and should be addressed to 1735 DeSalcs St., NW, Washington, D.C.
20036. Their subscription department is about as archaic as their economic view of American radio and
television-so you can expect to wait up to 6 weeks for
your subscription to be processed.

Broadcasting also issues a Yearbook, which is supposed to come out in January, and manages to make it
around April or so of each year. It costs $17.50-and
is a goldmine of information about every radio and
television station in the U.S., when it went on the air,
its power, its ownership, its management, its
programming. As well, there is a summary of FCC
rules, lists of agencies, group owners, and a general
plethora of necessary information.
Be cautious, though. By the time the Yearbook gets
to you, the information is six months to a year out of

'i
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date. Furthermore, it is one of the most poorly
proofread information manuals around-because facts about stations (power, antenna heights, directional
patterns, hours of operation) are often at variance
with the official FCC figures.

, I
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Those who are aficionados of FCC day-to-day subscribe to the airmail edition of The Daily Releases.
What it consists of is 15-20 Xerox sheets a day-exact
duplicates of the news releases that come out of 1919
"M" Street. You have to be a total printword fool to
take this gusher out of the FCC: the most inconsequential decisions; the most far-reaching and
significant; the most arcane. All blurred together in a
rush of paper which (as of this writing) is supplied by
ABS D"uplicators, 1732 "Eye" Street Northwest,
Washington, D.C. 20006. After Spring of 1975, contact the FCC for the name of the new contractor.
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will cost you from $20-$35 per month-depending on the quantity of information. But
you will be the most well-informed FCC nut on your
block if you subscribe. Every goddamn diddly
decision on Safety & Special Services, or Docket Case
#19988, or proposed rule-making proceedings, or
fixed-land-mobile decisions, or satellite rate cases, or
$25,000,000 television transfer application announcements.

'

lt

It may be gibberish to you when you start plowing
through it-but soon enough, the whole will begin to
make some sort of addled sense, at least a Catch-22
sense. There is something going on over there; maybe
they really know what they are doing-maybe not.
You will learn which papers you can wastebasket at
once; you will start to save out the notices of interest
to you: the applications in your area; the changes in
specific rules for broadcast licensees; the decisions on
docket-hearing cases. You will come to learn the
peculiarities o( the different parts of the FCC-toe
contradictions within one supposedly monolithic
government body.

You will learn the truly weird criteria of hearing
cases: in which $100,000 or $1,000,000 worth of
broadcast license is handed out after exhaustive
mountains of bullshit for the most bizarre reasons.
Not, as we would hope, because of proposed superior
broadcast service-but because one would-be broadcaster shows greater financial resources, or promises
six, not seven salesmen on his paid staff.

* * •

KP AR-119-243-6000-Check
KPAR FM to find out what their
AM is like/ the two are identical.

• * *

By Linda Cleason
Any student at UNM is welcome
to go to the Arts ;md Sciences
Advisement Center for assistance
with anything he might need.
The center is headed by Tom
Venardos, who is a certified
psychologist. It is staffed with three
arts and sciences graduates: Frances
Thompson, Nova Martinez, and
Kelli Livermore.
The center is located in Ortega
Hall, room 201, and holds regular
university hours. Students may just
drop in or they may make appointments. The center's phone
number is 277-3607.
Thompson and Martinez stressed
that the center is for all students,

KRZY has a play list of 45 songs,
plus a few album cuts and some
great country oldies. If you want to
hear a specific oldie, you usually
need to call a day in advance since
'
t h at ' s when they are pulled out
of
the vault.
.

* • *
KRZY-145-2665833-Albuquerque's basic Nash- KZIA-158-262-1733-Albuqueville station ... good country music, rque's talk-and-public-a ffairs-statisometimes rocking country ... oc- on ... their politics tend toward the
casionally they even play classic conservative ... their talk shows tend
greats like Jimmie Rodgers, the toward the provocative ... tune in
Singing Brakeman ... mainly they when you're sick of hearing
stay with mainstream country , "Closer to Me" for the umpteenth
leavened with a healthy dose of time and are ready to think for a
progressive country a Ia Waylon while ... they'll arouse your attention, one way or another.
and Willie ...

Arabesque Paper
Enterprise
163 Vineyard N;W.

344-6401.

Reiailers affine lffl a er

student and campus affairs.
Dr. Harold Lavender's wife underwent an operation for an arterial by-pass in California in
August. Through an agreement
with California blood banks, the
New Mexico Blood Services, 318
Elm Street, SE, will draw blood
from persons specifying the blood
be credited to Alma Lavender and
the donations will be counted
toward the blood used in the
operation.
Lavender said his wife is at home
now, "improving slowly."
Donations must be made before
Oct. 13.

~
YOU CAN
COUNT ON
HONDA.
CIVICCVCC

When you invest in a stereo- do you want the biggest
reduction off a fictitious list price ... or. .. do you want the
BEST sound and the best value for your investment?

$2979*
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ADVENT -the accepted leader in sound value speakers
affords you the standard ofthe industry. "BEST SOUND"
at a reasonable investment. "You will hear all the music
on the record-including the deepest bass."
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Is Now Featuring

Daily Luncheon Special
That Includes A

•Main Course
•Choice Of Soup Or Salad
• Fresh Bread

$2.75

Mon.-Fri. 11:30 am-2:00pm

Take Out Items Now Available
• French Pastries And Desserts
• Fresh French Bread
•Quiche Lorraine
(Baked Fresh Daily)
Lead At Cornell

·'

Want to read faster? Tonight Evelyn
Wood Reading Dynamics is offering free
classes.
Come to a free class tonight, and you'll
be able to increase your reading and study
speed as much as 50 to 100 per C( <t.
No cost, and no obligation.
Find out how much easier school can be.
Join the millions who've taken a free speed
reading lesson and doubled their reading
speed on the spot.
With the same or better comprehension.
Then, take what you've le,amed and put it
to use TONIGHT to speed up your reading
and studying. TONIGHT
Over three-quarters of a million people
from around the world have already turned

to the Evelyn Wood reading method.
These unique, copyrighted techniques are
now taught in over 300 cities throughout
the world Average course graduates can do
an hour's reading in less than 15 minutes.
Read thousands of words in a minute
that's pages in seconds, chapters in minutes,
and books in less than an hour.
Do you still read 200 to 300 words a
minute?
80 per cent of a college student's time is
spent reading. Isn't it about time you made
it easy on yourself?
Come to a free speed reading class
tonight. Only one hour - and it could save
you hundreds of hours.

SUB Room 250-C
Times 6:00 & 8:00p.m.

ft'ifs"~m~;~~:lin1~'''t~~:~""to"t,1t
~Tnhd~~"~':,•:h~·~~~~~~~~ ";~
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~ Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics

255-1694
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+License, tax,
dealer prep, freight
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Blood Services of New Mexico is
accepting donations of blood
toward the 48 pints required by
Alma Lavender during abdominal
surgery. She is the wife of the
retired UNM vice president for

A STATEMENT OF FACTS!

FINANCING AND LAYAWAYS
TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
QUALIFIED
SERVICE
•

Caron was fired by the UNM
police on Sept. 3 for being "uncooperative" during an investigation into the case and for
refusing to take a lie detector test
about the incident. Caron has been
a campus policeman for four years.

"We can help a student determine what he may want to go iluo
at a later time," said Martinez.
Presently the center is gathering
statistics on University graduates in
hopes of eliminating what they call
"high risk" students-students
who set themselves up to flunk out
of the University.
"Freshmen would take 18 hours
because no one was there to tell
them what the University was going
to be like, and sure enough, they
would flunk out of school," said
Martinez.
As of the center's opening on
July 1, 1976, it has been required
procedure for freshmen to see an
advisor prior to submitting their
schedule of classes for processing.
Thompson and Martinez said
they would like to see the center
expand. "We are learning along
with the students and want to
implement new ideas,'' said
Thompson.
"We will do anything and
everything to help the students.
Nothing like this has ever been
offered to them before and it's to
their benefit to use it,'' said
Thompson.

Donations
For Blood
Accepted

/

We recommend this system!
Two Advent Utility speakers, a JVC J R-S100 20 watt per channel
Stereo Receiver, a JVC Belt Drive-low rumble Turntable with a
Shure Hi-Track Elliptical Cartride for $549.00. WE DEFY YOU TO
COMPARE TO ANY SYSTEM AT HALF THE PRICE OR TWICE THE
PRICE!
(With the Smaller Advents, system is $498.00)

not just those in the College of Arts
and Sciences.
"We are kind of a feed-bank and
can refer students to the proper
facilities," said Thompson.
It can give advice to students on
course content, scheduling, career
planning, academic policies, or
major and minor programs. Or if a
student just needs someone to talk
to, it will do that also.
"We are here for anyone-for
students who are doing just fine, or
for those who just need some kind
of reinforcement," said Martinez.
For students who are undecided
about a major or minor, the center
can give aptitude and initiative
tests.

Former U. Policeman
Pleads Not Guilty
A former UNM police officer
pleaded innocent in district court
Friday to a charge of larceny of
more than $2500.
District , Judge Richard Traub
released Peter M. Caron on his own
recognizance but ordered Caron to
be fingerprinted and photographed
because he was never arrested.
Traub's office said the trial
would probably be held in
December.
Caron, 36, of Los Lunas, was
indicted by the Bernalillo County
Grand Jury Sept. 14 in connection
with the $6342 theft from UNM's
chemistry department safe in late
August.

••• Still Radio Info
(Continued from page 7)

Center Offers Advice to Students
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men's
shop

European
styled In

exciting
fall shodos,

New Mexico

By Jan Boomhower ·
SANTA FE- Using a great deal
of quickness and a blazing six-goal
first half, UNM's field hockey team
shut out Santa Fe Preparatory
School9-0.
The stickers new offense did the
job better than most team members
thought it would be. Coach Bev
Quinlan said the team played,
"Very well. We were better than I
thought we would be because of the
skill level attained by the girls.''
Dana ,Miller led the scoring with
four goals, while speedy Margaret
Gonzales had three assists. Amy
Rivera also had a big day as she
scored three goals, .two in the first
half. Sally Broyles scored a goal

100%A~:rylic

2120 Central S.E.
243-6954

The

Colo. State

G.IZmOstore

302 Central Ave. SW
242-5055

Specially Priced!

Converse All Stars

$11.00
All Levi's

WINROCK & MONTGOMERY PLAZA

For Conference Match

20°/0 Off

__Brigham Young _San Diego St.

(Just mention this ad}

'I\
I.

I
Fine Merchandise backed
by Knowledge & service

Arizona St. _Wyoming

Opening Soon
~Co_ronado

Center-Lower mall

Texas Christian

Elliot's Nest

Arkansas

Albuquerque's Only

CERAMIC SUPPLY, INC.

Featuring

ti:uvra.j
Potters Wheel
10% discount
on any
Potters Wheel
With This Ad,

and

DISCOUNT LIQUORS

Backgammon
Parlor

905YALESE

The Largest
Selection Of
Pts. & 1/2 Pts.
At
Reduced Prices

at Elliot's Nest
"The Password is Class"
2294 Wvoming NE
(Menau7 & Wyoming)
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Mon. thru Sat. 9:00-6:00
3025 Central NE 256-9893
., By the Lobo Theatre

By Martin Zimberoff
Head coach Larry Lindsay of the UNM women's tennis team, is pressing
the team hard during the team's practice drills in preparation for this
week's season opener conference match in Greeley, Colo.
The conference match in Greeley is the team's first team match,
although a few of the girls have already played in individual tournaments
this season.
The UNM female team will be competing against several schools in the
conference match, with each girl playing five matches.
Conference match action begins Sept. 30, and runs through Oct. 2.

Each Tuesday the Daily Lobo will publish the Lobo Football
Contest for members of the University community. To win, contestants must pick the winner of each college game listed in each
sponsor's ad. In the event of a tie the entrant coming closest to
the score of the pro game listed at the bottom of the page will
win. Contestants are limited to one entry per week. The completed
page comprises your entry form and it may be taken to: University
Dairy Queen, 2300 Central SE; Gold Street Circus Records, 1820
Central SE; Golden Fried Chicken, 1830 Lomas NE; or they rnay be
dropped off at the Daily Lobo. Winners will be announced in the
following week's contest. First place prize will be a $25 gift certificate, second place prize a $15 gift certificate and the third place
prize will be a ·$5 gift certificate. Winners can pick up their gift
certificates for one week following the announcement. Decisions
of the judges are final. Daily Lobo staff and affiliates are ineligible.

__TexasA&M

Last
Weeks
Winners
1st Alice Watson
2nd M. Lee Fulcher
3rd Marc Tiefa

Tie Breaker
Pick the Score
__ San Diego
Denver
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LEADERSHIP. ..for a change
Democratic Volunteer Drive
Carter-Mondale-Montoya

.:

Fern Netters Prepare

__

(tl ..•.

PDAJ..ISPOD~

l

Help Elect Democrats in

UNM Democrats
SUB Room 250·C
Tuesday 9/28

76

David Rusk-Bernalillo County
Carter·Mondale
Chairman will speak

.,

_Illinois

The biggest selection
anywhere. In the most
colors and sizes. We've
got it. All in one place.
Ours. Fall into the Gap
today.

Northwestern

Contest Rules

···

. " Daily Lobo

_..._.._._...._..._.._._..

FREEBICYCLEMAP
OFALBUQUERQUE
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UNM coach Rick Klatt said,
"We had the Air Force down a long
ways, then we got a little complacent. The momentum changes
quickly in water polo and soon they

Many In Store ______
Specials

__ UTEP

3825 Commerdal ST. N.E.
345·8421

Arizona

~

and had an assist. Julie Malone
finished the scoring with a goal
during the last few minutes of the
game.
Miller said, "We had a lot of
good passes, and we found out our
new strategies work."
However no one is letting up on
the work. "Between now and the
(Field Hockey) fiesta, Oct. 15-16 at
UNM, we will work on the old and
new game plans," Quinlan said.
"If the new one doesn't work we
will switch back to the old one."

"

~

Regular.Size $1.50 ~
Large $1.65
i

~

Dave Thompson
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__.._..__........________
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Official Entry Form
Name
Address
City

Phone#--------------UNM 1.0, .#
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had it tied up, Air Force is not as
strong as Arizona, we just played ~
more efficiently against Arizona."· ~
~
The Lobos' only disappointment
Klatt said, "They (the Lobos)
this weekend was a loss to the Air ·played better as a team than anyone
Force Academy in a sudde~· death else did," and felt "just super"
bout, Each team scored two points about the team's overall perapiece in the overtime period, formance,
r-'
0
putting the contest into sudden
a'
death. The Academy got first
The Lobos will hosl their own 0
possession of the ball and scored invitational
in
the
UNM (/)
giving the Air Force a 16-15 victory natatorium, Oct. 9-10.
~
over the Lobos.
Patno and David Lee each scored
two points,

The Mountain Chalet has Dow~ Jacketsl

QuARTERS

Disco

)

Stickers Overpower
Santa Fe Prepsters

Boulet
Sweaters

,~'
.I

By Carol Pavlctich
The UNM water polo team
downed three squads over the
weekend in the Wildcat Invitational
Water Polo Tournament, held in
Tucson, Ariz.
The Lobos dunked the New
Mexico State Aggies 14-0 in the first
round,, with John Schafer scoring
six points. The Pack also beat
Claremont Univen;ity of California
13-10, and David Lee was highpoint man with five goals.
The big victory for the UNM
squad was against the University of
Arizona. The Lobos edged their
tough rival by a goal, beating the
Wildcats 10-9 in overtime. Team
work was the key, as six Lobos
scored one goal apiece, and Brian

UNM head coach Bill Mandt
called Saturday night's 20-16loss to
exas Tech "a careless game"
during a press luncheon Monday.
"We made. eno1.1gh mistakes so
they could win; and they made
enough mistakes so we could win,"
.
'
he sa1d.
Mend t said the ·team was
"depressed, because they got so
ready for the game all week. But it's
one of those things you've got tg
get yourself out of."
Linebacker Dave Thompson
was nominated as UNM's WAC
defensive player of the week.
Thompson made 14 unassisted
tackles and assisted on three others.
He also caused a fumble. Mandt
said Thompson played "A,n'almost
perfect game."

0

Water Poloers Sink 3

M.ondt Calls Loss
lA Careless Game'

6307 Menaul NE.
881-5223

CORONADO CENTER

RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selcc·
, lion, good people, L P Goodbuy, 3701 Central NE
(across from Fat Humphrey's). tfn

PERSONALS

1.

GONDOLA LOUNQE-OFFER!NG New Mexican
food, pizza and spaghelti with your favorite cocktail,
Quiet atmosphere-the other side of Pepino's, 4310
Central S .E. 9/30
THE BEST PRICED lutJch in town: foot-long lwt
dogs, 35¢, 11·3 Okic's. 9/30
COME ON OUT for an afternoon beer-Rosa's
Cantina. In the country. 867-9983. Algodones. 10/5
ORTHODOX BAHAI FAITH now holding firesides
Mondays 8:00p.m. 408·0 Maple NE. Call 242-1591
for information. 9/27
EDITORIALS, COMMENTS, OR OPINIONS
wanted for publication in national newspaper. 2934288, 10/1
USDA ESTIMATES THAT the average American
will consume 10 lbs. of food additives this year. They
won't get .It at 1110 Morning Glory Cafe, serving
Keller Farms organic mealS, Right behind the
Triangle. 10/1

-·-

·-~~~. "---~-:::-~....,.,.,

GRINDER POCKETS ARE COMING.

10/1

IF i'OU DON'•T like South Africa's racial policies
and support a US trade embargo, write: Senator Dick
Clark, Cltairman, Senate Subcommittee on African
Affuirs, Washington, DC, Hearing• on South Africa
this week. 10/4

·-LOTUS
-~

--------~~-

BLOSSOM •.• MA YBE with one for each
month the next time will come a little slower. I love
your's, P.S.J'mgl~d you started." E. Kim 9128

YOGA i'OGA YOGA retreat Oct. 22-24 in Jemez
mountains. Understand life through yoga, Beginners
& advanced. Food, lodging, & instruction $28-stu·
dents $25, Make reservations call Sivananda yoga
center 265-3000. And classes every evening phts Mon·
day Wcdncsday-10 AM Saturday 9AM. 6317 Linn
NE ncar Central & San Pedro campus house. Meditation M·F 6 AM Hatha (physicnl exercise) Monday
7 PM Di1cussion Wednesday 7:30PM 221 Columbia .
SE nenr Lea\1. I 0/4
GUISEliPE, DON'T FORGET the free cake & soft
drink at the Grinder Factory 6th anniversary cclebra·
lion today. What's this about "Grinder pockets are
coming·r• Maria. 9/28

·--·--AI~E

·.,--,-~-----:--:-----:c:---

YOU FUTURE MINDED, would you like to
live in the mo·t modern community in the world? Do
you like Chemistry, Science, Organic Culture Space?
If so I would like to talk to you, Phone 295-8891 after
5 W DorA T WK-ENDS or write P.O. Box 25651,
87125. 9/28
TODAY IS GRINDERS 6th anniversary free cake &
~oft drinks. 9/28
~~·-- ···"-··-~~-~~---

$45.00 in gift certificates given away this week to the
Lobo football contest winners. Check page 10 for
winning names & to enterthis weeks contest. 9/28
9~RINDE~POC.~~~:!:SARE coming. ~--

2,

LOST & FOUND

FOUND A GOLD KEY with a Mall name plate on
it. Identify and claim Marron Hall Rm 131. tfn
-~~~--

~

l'OUND WOMAN SILVER bracket in Western Civilization Tu Thus class. To claim call 881-3695 and
describe. 9/29
LOST DJAMOND ENGAGEMENT ring women's
restroom Fine Arts Building. Reward offered.
Call 2474812. 9/28
-"~~~--~-~~~~---·----~~----

$25.00 REWARD FOR RETURN of two green
notebooks. Brown folder with notecnrds. 3450180 after 6:00. 9/28
LOST WALLET NEAR Zimmerman library with
iniJials DOL on inside, Please return to Marron Hall
Room 131 or call 2774002. 9/30

.

-

---~~

LOST: BROWN EYEGLASS case containing NY
driver's license. Reward call 842-9656. 10/4

LOST.:._;,~Wiurrfg~ddi~mon·d· ;in;;::-R";ward $25
offered. Call 881·2723.

3.

------

'74 YAMAHA TX500 low mileage, also 250 Elsi·
nore MX, Best offer, 9/28

TWO TOM YOUNG Spa lifetime contracts. One
year left to pay-$16,50 month, 266..0739 or 266·
9297. 9/29
64·DODGE WELL PRESERVED engine, bpdy &
paint, $450, 262-0073, 9130
1972 SUZUKI 125 CC, 1964 Honda Dream 250CC.
$275 each. 1972 Toyota Corolla $1,050. 242-1640.
9/29
1970 VW BUG; AUTOMATIC transmission; new
tires, upholstery and lune-up. Phone 345-5052 after
5:00p.m. 10/1
KING SIZE WATER bed with heater and frame
great deall $75.00 265·8682. 10/1
75 SUZUKI TS400 Enduro, new condition, under
500 miles, might trade, $975.00. 821-3747. 10/1
~--·-----~-

ONE LIGHTWEIGHT BACKPACKING sleeping
bag filled with polyester fisher. Call 821-8354, 10/1
UP-RIGHT PIANO 281·5093, lUll
VISTA BICYCLE TOP condition $75 842-0643,
10/1
20 PORTABLE T-V's, $30 to $60,441 Wyoming NE.
255-5987. 10/18

BARRY'S ELUCTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335. Color TYs, tape decks, stereo, amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. 10% discount for students with ID. Quick service, Used
TVs for sale. 9/28
·PANASONIC Q·PLEX w/TURNTABLE, B·track,
AM-FM, w/o speakers $200, Worth much more.
268-098 I. 10/1
196!1. VOLVO 142S hit in rear, ~till runs, Koni shock~,
Abarth exhaust. Best Offer over $300, 2774442,
10/1
DUE TO DIVORCE brand new 1977 Kirby,
assume payments of $7.47 a month. New warranty,
255-7535. 9/28

5.

EFFICIENCY PARTLY FURNISHED. Close to
UNM $155.00 including utilities. Call 294·5546.
9/30
EFFICIENCY $75.00 310 WALTER SE. Decent
neighborhocld. Call Gin before noon 242-5656,
1015

6.

9/30

EMPLOYMENT

SALES CLERK PART-time & full time position
available. Apply 9·5 Monday-Friday La Belief Distributing 4920 Menaul NE, 9/30

UNITED Feature Syndicate

ACROSS
1 Of a minor
league
5 Hide
10 Amounts
obtained by
adding
14 Pulitzer
Prize
winner
15 "Cigar" city
16Museof
poetry
17 Race driver
of old
19 Skin
sensation
20 Winter hat
appendage:
Var.
21 Color
221ndonesian
sailboat:
Var.
23 Sane
25 ---mater:
Brain
membrane
26 Yearn
30 Bullfighter's
lance
31 Cabinet
34 Asiatic
republic
36 Quebec
scenic site
38 Palm leaf:
Var.
39 Ottawa
group: 1
words
42 Mariner's
direction
4 3 Singer-----

FORRENT

---~-

Monday's Puzzle Solved:

44 Be eminent
G A P S
R 0 B E
R A C H I
45 Make lower
A T E E
A L E M
E T H A N
in tone
5 T A L E MA T E
F L A N K
4 7 Net register
P A C E 5 I F A R M L A N D 5
ton: Abbr.
E RE C T S I S Y R E N
49 Evidence of
T 0 U T I I A C T I N G
an injury
C 0 N S P I R E D I T A L 0 N
50 Retreat
Us A I I T I R E S I I K0 A
rapidly
S L I ME I P E N E T R A N T
51 "It's-----!":
P 0 L I S H I I T A R E
Agreed
S T A I R I R US T E D
53 Public walk
P 0 E T A S T E R I E T U D E
55 Slender
I S L E T
E VE NS 0 NGS
finial
S T E R E
M E N U
R E E K
56 Medical
T E E M S
S L 0 T
E R R 5
treatment:
Suffix
Pawnees
31 Income tax
6 1 Used in the
2 words
expert:
mouth
8 Performance
Abbr.
62 Be a goal
rate
32 Spanish
behind: 3
9 Unyielding
girl's name
10 -----33 Spud: Dial.
words
64 Tar source
,..Africanus: 35 Commercial
65 Lone
Roman
writers
Ranger's
general
37 Orchestrate
friend
11 Faster than 40 John: Gaelic
66 Proportion
sound's
41 Religious
67
12
46
68 Goose
silicate
machine
13 London
48 Produce a
genus
district
garment
69 Son of
18 Character- 51 Protective
Aphrodite
ized by: Suffix garment
24 Panatela
52 Chern. class
DOWN
53 Gloomy
1 Front upon 25 West
pointers
person
2 Turkish
54 Unproductive
general - 26 City in
55 Miss Kelt
Nimrod's
3 Lift upright
kingdom
57 British
4 European
whitewall
27 Annoy
blackbird
28 Back
58 Lion's cry
5 Plug: 2
country
59 Against
words
29 Former
60 Luck: Irish
6 Tit for--Spanish
63 Native of:
7 Crees and

~~~~7nt

~fneeer~l

m:;s~ram

SERVICES

QUALITY: TOM HUNTER Painting Co.-Glazing,
carpentry, screening, gulters. Licensed-references.
243·2505. 1014
·~~~~-.~~

"'""--"---~--
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GRINDER POCKETS ARE COMING.

1012

BELLi' DANCING LESSONS $5.00 weekly. The
Blue Harccm2S5·1957. 10/4

·-

·~

~" ·~"""--

J>HONE SOLICITOR HOURLY & bonus. Private
office. Two afternoons a week. Bill Clithero. 265·
5861. 9/28

CHRISTMAS CHARTER! SPAIN! AlbuquerqueBarcelona roundtrip $425,00. 255·7324 or 256-3410.
9/30

8.
PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Must be
over 21 years old. Need two part-time employees for
day work. Also, have positions for Friday and Saturday nights. Apply in person only, No phone calls
please, Save Way Liquor Store 5704 i.omus NE.
10/6

7.

TRAVEL

RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Ride!ine, 265-9860 or
303-449-6670. I 0/5

MISCELLANEOUS

BELLY DANCE EXPERIENCES workshoJ>, Saturday, Oct, 2. Beginning through advanced, 8984747,
268-6277. 10/4
GRINDER POCKETS ARE COMING.

10/2

·TO NEW OWNER Navy Daypack iaken from bookstore Monday: Please return notes-! need themyou don't. 242-6163, 266·9558 for arrangements.
9/20
TODAY IS GRINDERS 6th anniversary free cake &
soft drinks. 9/28

ATTENTI.ON
This Is The Last·Week
To Obtain Your
$2 PIRG Refund.
Refunds Available At
SUB Ticket Office.

Exhibition. Sale
Of
.Fine Art Prints
Only $3.00 Each
or

Any_ 3 For $6.«:JO
University Center Gallery
(Located in SUB)
Sponsored By University Center
9am-5pm
Monday, Sept. 27 ·Friday Oct. 1

ASUNM Office of Research and
Consumer Affairs has reopened
again to deal with any consumer
problems, landlord-tenant problems, etc. For information on
student discounts stop by Room
248 on the second floor of the
SUB lsouth end) or call 277-5605

~-----~~··~--

TODA i' IS GRINDERS 6th anniversary free cake
& \Oft drink~. 9128 ·
r-.i.h.s·sAGE ~6298.4718 Jiian.to~· --"~

.

f-AMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is 1 1 block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. tfn
7=T:-:IO:c:N~P:-:H:::O:::T:::O:::S:-.:-:Lo_w_es_t
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICA
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar UNM. Call 265·
2444orcometo 1717Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
---~~·~----~-------

Chelsea Street Pub

LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric. Guarantee<! accuracy, rea~onable rates. 298-7147. lOll
EXPERIENCED TYPIST: MANUSCRIPTS, theses,
papers, elc. 60¢ per page. 296-4256. 10/l
"

Food- Spirits

-

BIBLE STUDIES: A sharing experience designed to
expand scriptural awareness. SUB 231 C Wednesday
12-1 268-6781, 293·9360. 10/1
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE 292-1285.
10/1

4.

Live Entertainment Nightly
No Cover Ever

67

FORSALE

SCUBA DIVING GEAR 268.0367 after 6 P.M.
I0/4
TODA i' IS GRINDERS 6th anniversary free cake &
soft drinks. 9/28
NIKKOR AUTO LENS F1.4 200MM $225 F 1.2.8
135 MM $325 new condition 266-8940. 10/4
GRINDER POCKETS ARE COMING.

10/2

COLOR-TV BRAND name, big screen, assume payments of$7 per month. New warranty 255-7534.
1911 YAMAHA 350 street. Low mileage. Excellent
eondilion 881-0479. After 5. 1014
UNCLAIMED FREIGHT all new merchandise Pan·
osonic stereo $49.00 cassettes $39.00 C.B. 's Pioneer
Sansui ntarranlz rcet to reels new guarantee. 255·
7535. 10/4
InJCH-E~V~Y-P-I~C-K~-0-P__
M_U~S-T_s_e_II~$~1,~800:-:-.00::c-.~87~76049 877..0643.

9/29

SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to bullonhoie, zig-zag. Pay $19.00
& take machine. 255-7534. 10/4
BEDROOM SET & SPA membership 765-2360.
9129
BUi' Mi' BODY I Nikon F'fN·Ilcdy $200.00 or beSt
offer. 2964258 evenings. 10/2
KIRBY VACUUM cleaner with attachments 1st
$:l9.00takesit. 255-7535. 10/4
OWNER TRANSFERRED CLOSING 1976 stereo
equipment. Pioneer Sansui receivers, 8-tracks,
reel to reels, CBs, 40-50% off while they last.
255·7534. 9/28
SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway,
not claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zig•zag, Pay
$19 and take machi~e. 255·7535. 9/28
COLOR TV BRAND name, big screen, assume pay·
mcnls M$7/month. New warrollnty. 255-7534. 9128

_ _ _ _ ....., _ _ _ _

_..~.!-

~____.

~·-~-

Start The School Vear
Off Right With A Body
Wave. Go Curly Or
Whatever. Y. Oft Regular
Prico With Student I D.

•Hot Overstuffed Sandwiches
•Super Chef Salad
•Chili Con Queso
•Nachos
Chelsea Street Next To Sears
In Coronado Center
Open 11 am - 2 am Mon. Sat.
Sunday 12 Noon Midnight
Outside Entrance Next To Sears
On The Menaul Side Of Coronado Center

1

